[Study of CPG15 expression in the visual cortex of normal and monocular form deprived development rats].
To explore the expression of CPG15 mRNA and protein the visual cortex of normal and monocular form deprived development rats, To explore the association CPG15 with visual development. It was an experimental research. one hundred healthy Wistar rats were divided into 10 groups: the time-point for normal group is postnatal 7, 14, 21, 28, 45 days. The time-point for MD group is postnatal 21, 28, 45 days, 10 in every group. MD groups were sutured right eyelid at postnatal 14 days, and to make the model of monocular form deprived. Rats were housed in alike environment. To detect the expression of Neuritin mRNA and immuno-positive neurons protein in the visual cortex of normal and monocular form deprived rats by SYBR green I real-time fluorescent polymerase chain reaction and immunohistochemistry stain methods. We found that: (1) The expression of normal and MD rats visual cortex CPG15 mRNA and immuno-positive neurons and the IOD of protein, significant deviation existed among different ages with one-factor analysis of variance (P < 0.05), and reached its climax in P28 and MD28. (2) The expression of CPG15 mRNA and immuno-positive neurons and the IOD of protein in MD group obviously lower than the normal group in postnatal 21, 28, 45 days, there was statistically different in that ages (P < 0.05). The expression of CPG15 mRNA and immuno-positive neurons and the IOD of protein in the development normal and MD rats show that the stage change by development vision. Its expression correlated with visual experience and age factor, and there was a high expression in critical period, and obviously influence by monocular form deprived. So we supposed that CPG15 may affect development and maturation in the visual cortical neuron. It may be the one of molecular basis to participated in visual developmental plasticity.